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CORNHOLE SET
SKU
Solid Wood
Cornhole Board

H2103111BO
x2

Stick&Slide Bean Bags x 8
Cornhole Bean Bag
Tote Carry Case
x1

(3ft x 2ft)
(6in)
(11.8in x 13.7in)

We'd rather explain the high price of excellent craftsmanship one time
than to have to justify poor quality many times over.

HOMOTH cornhole boards are made New Zealand pine + A-grade plywood.
The surface is UV digital printing. The legs are treated with a transparent
waterproof coating, which is ideally suitable for playing indoors and
outdoors, no matter what kind of weather and environment it is.
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We have tested the water resistance and pattern adhesion of the cornhole board

The standard of the humidity tester is 8-14 degrees.
After half an hour of simulated rain, the humidity of the plate is still within a reasonable range.
You don't have to panic about thunderstorms any more. You can take them to the beach or use them at the edge of
a swimming pool.
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Adhesion Test on surface coating
ASTM D3359-97:
The purpose of the test is to ensure the
cornhole surface coating has adequate
adhesion.

Note: 3M Scotch Brand High Performance
Filament #893 has been used for the test.
Method:
Cut 9 straight lines about 0.75 in. (20 mm) long and 0.06 in. (1.5 mm) apart through the coating.
Then, cut 9 additional straight lines with the about 0.75 in. (20 mm) and 0.06 in. (1.5 mm) apart, and perpendicular to the first
group of lines. Brush the testing area lightly with a soft brush to remove any detached flakes or ribbons. Use 3M 893 tape to the
area for 90 seconds. remove the tape.
Remove the tape, you can see it is clean and no paint peeling. Through the magnifier, the edge of the cornhole board is completely
smooth, and there is no peeling off the edge of the grid.

The surface of the Cornhole has a special paint treatment to ensure the board surface is not too smooth or too
rough. Those treatment can help to provide a good condition for water resistant and the graphic on the broad is
durable.
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homoth cornhole bags are made of a premium microsuede Suede on one side which allows the bag to stick to the surface for extra
grip while the opposite side of the bag is made of a carefully selected turbo fabric for easy sliding.

CORNHOLE BAGS
Cornhole Bags
x4
Size
6IN
Weight
15-16OZ
Fabric Style
Dual-sided
Stitch Technique
Double reinforced stitching
Fill Type
Resin pellets
Each set includes 4 cornhole bags

Waterproof cover is ideal for various outdoor
activities, backyard BBQs, campsites, tailgates and
more.
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CORNHOLE RULES
• Boards are placed 27ft from front edge to front edge
• Games are played to 21 points. The first team to reach 21 or over is the winner.
• Woody: Refers to any cornhole bag that has been pitched and remains on the cornhole board playing
surface at the conclusion of the frame. Each woody is 1 point. The bag must be on the board and
must not have touched the ground before or while on the board to count as a woody.
• Cornhole: Refers to any cornhole bag that has been pitched and passes through the cornhole board
hole at any time within the frame. Each cornhole is 3 points.
• Non-scoring bag: Refers to a bag that does not score points. Including: bags on the ground or
touching the ground. Bags that are thrown not complying to the rules. Bags that have touched another
object (including trees, lines, people, etc) before reaching the board.
• Cancellation Scoring: The approved method of scoring for the sport of cornhole is “cancellation”
scoring. In cancellation scoring, the points of one player cancel out the points of their appointment.
Using this method, only one team can score in each frame.
• A team member from each team stands at the designated board for the entire game. Game board 1
has a player from team A and team B. Game board 2 has a player from team A and team B.
• Each player stays in their designated lane for the entire game (either to the left or right of the board)
• Top of the frame. Players start the game at board 1 and alternate pitching bags until each player has
pitched all 4 of his/her bags. Each player has 20 seconds to pitch each bag. Then the score is taken.
• The opposing player, while not pitching must stand at least 2 feet to the side or rear of the contestant
pitching as to not interfere.
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• Bottom of the frame. Players at game board 2 alternate pitching bags until each player has pitched all
of 4 of his/her bags. Each player has 20 seconds to pitch each bag. Then the score is taken.
• Players must deliver the bag with an underhand release.
• Players feet must stay behind the line of the front of the board at the time of releasing (pitching) the
bag.
• Any Cornhole bag that leaves a player’s hand once the final forward swing of the delivery process has
started shall count as a pitched bag. A bag that is accidentally dropped by a contestant before the final
forward swing has started shall not be considered foul and may be picked up and pitched
• All scoring must take place before any of the bags are removed from the board.
• The team that scored in the preceding frame pitches first in the next frame. If neither team scored, then
the team who pitched first in the preceding frame shall retain first pitch in the next frame.
• If bags become piled inside the cornhole board and interfere or obstruct with the next pitch or if there is
a question whether a cornhole bag would have naturally fallen through the hole, a player may request
to have the bags inside the hole removed out of the way.
• Protests – If a contestant desires to make a protest, the protest shall be made to the judge or
tournament official at the time the problem occurs. The tournament judge shall make the final ruling on
all protests.

Now that you know how to set up and play a game of cornhole, keep practicing!
Once you get the hang of throwing the bags, this is a game of strategy. Pick the
suited cornhole board and bags for you, and then play with friends/families with
this fun game!

Please visit our store or contact us with any questions.

Email:

info@homothcornhole.com
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